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Abstract

Aims: Lewy body diseases (LBD) are characterized by alpha-synuclein (SYN) pathology, but co-

morbid Alzheimer’s disease (AD) pathology is common and the relationship between these 

pathologies in microanatomic hippocampal subfields is understudied. Here, we use digital 

histological methods to test the association between hippocampal SYN pathology and the 

distribution of tau and amyloid-beta (Aβ) pathology in LBD and contrast with AD subjects. We 

also correlate pathologic burden with antemortem episodic memory testing.

Methods: Hippocampal sections from 49 autopsy-confirmed LBD cases, 30 with no/low AD co-

pathology (LBD-AD) and 19 with moderate/severe AD co-pathology (LBD+AD), and 30 AD 

patients were stained for SYN, tau, and Aβ. Sections underwent digital histological analysis of 

subfield pathological burden which was correlated with antemortem memory testing.

Results: LBD-AD and LBD+AD had similar severity and distribution of SYN pathology 

(p>0.05), CA2/3 being the most affected subfield (p<0.02). In LBD, SYN correlated with tau 

across subfields (R=0.49, p<0.001). Tau burden was higher in AD than LBD+AD (p<0.001), CA1/

subiculum and entorhinal cortex (ERC) being most affected regions (p=0.04 to <0.01). However, 

tau pathology in LBD-AD was greatest in CA2/3, which was equivalent to LBD+AD. Aβ severity 

and distribution was similar between LBD+AD and AD. Total hippocampal tau and CA2/3 tau 

was inversely correlated with memory performance in LBD (R=−0.52, −0.69, p=0.04, 0.009).

Conclusions: Our findings suggest that tau burden in hippocampal subfields may map closely 

with the distribution of SYN pathology in subfield CA2/3 in LBD diverging from traditional AD 

and contribute to episodic memory dysfunction in LBD.

Keywords

synuclein; tau; neuropathology; Parkinson’s Disease; dementia with Lewy Bodies; Alzheimer’s 
disease; digital histology; hippocampus

Introduction

Lewy body diseases (LBD: Parkinson’s disease, Parkinson’s disease dementia, and dementia 

with Lewy bodies) are all pathologically defined by the presence of neuronal alpha-

synuclein (SYN) Lewy body (LB) and neurite (LN) pathology [1]. Distinctive SYN-positive 

LNs in the cornu ammonis (CA) sectors 2 and 3 (CA2/3) have been characterized as a 

feature of DLB and advanced stages of PD [2–5]. Prior work using traditional histologic 

methods has implicated both SYN and co-occurring tau pathology in this subfield on 

cholinergic denervation and the biological basis of memory impairment in LBD [2, 6]. The 

hippocampus is a distinct neuroanatomical structure with intrinsic connectivity important for 

anterograde memory and is a likely epicentre for tau pathology in aging and Alzheimer’s 

disease (AD) dementia. Despite the well-established pathological findings of SYN CA2/3 

pathology in LBD, there is limited data on the relationship between the distribution of SYN 

and tau pathology in the hippocampal formation in LBD compared to AD. Indeed, moderate 

to severe amounts of AD co-pathology are common, occurring in approximately 50% of 

autopsied LBD series [7–9]. AD co-pathology is associated with a worse prognosis [7–10] 

in LBD and preliminary clinicopathological and biomarker studies suggest specific 
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associations with discrete clinical characteristics of cognitive impairment [11–17]. In PD 

and DLB, patients with AD co-pathology may perform worse on naming tasks and tests of 

episodic memory than those with a ‘pure’ synucleinopathy [16–18]. Therefore, AD tau co-

pathology is likely a major influence on clinical heterogeneity within LBD (for a recent 

review see [15]). Recent in vitro work even suggests that certain strains of SYN pathology 

may be capable of cross-seeding tau pathology [19]. However, detailed studies of the 

neuropathological distribution of tau, Aβ, and SYN in the well-characterized microanatomic 

pathways of the hippocampal formation and their clinical correlates are few in LBD and AD, 

which is in part due to the subjective and semi-quantitative nature of traditional 

neuropathological methods and small number clinicopathological studies [20–22].

Our previous work using digital histopathologic methods in LBD found that the distribution 

of neocortical tau pathology associated with the severity of SYN pathology, deviated from 

the patterns observed in AD without SYN pathology and correlated with worse performance 

on domain-specific tasks [17] further suggesting a link between tau and SYN pathology. 

Here, we extend this work to a focused study examining tau, Aβ, and SYN pathology in 

subfields of the hippocampus, where the distribution of tau in AD has been shown to follow 

the performant pathway[23, 24], but is understudied in LBD[2]. Based on our previous 

work, we hypothesized that tau pathology in LBD may deviate from the patterns of 

pathology present across hippocampal subfields as seen in AD without SYN pathology and 

that this altered pattern of tau pathology will relate to antemortem memory function.

Materials and Methods

Participants

Patients and data were abstracted from the University of Pennsylvania Integrated 

Neurodegenerative Disease Database (INDD) [25]. Patients selected were clinically 

evaluated and followed at the University of Pennsylvania’s Parkinson’s disease and 

Movement Disorder Clinic, Frontotemporal Dementia Center, Alzheimer’s disease Core 

Center, or the Michael J. Crescenz VA Medical Center’s Parkinson’s disease Research, 

Education, and Clinical Center. Cases were selected from our previously reported Penn LBD 

autopsy cohort [17] of 55 patients who met clinical criteria for LBD (PDD or DLB) [26, 27], 

had autopsy-confirmed LB synucleinopathy (i.e. brainstem, limbic or neocortical stage)[21], 

had at least one documented cognitive test for study. Forty-nine of these LBD patients with 

dementia (32 PDD, 17 DLB) had sufficient hippocampal tissue available for this focused 

study of the hippocampal subfield distribution of pathology (Table 1). An age-matched 

disease reference cohort of 30 patients with typical amnestic AD and a primary 

neuropathological diagnosis of AD with an absence of neocortical or hippocampal SYN 

were selected to compare the distribution of tau pathology between LBD and AD. All 

autopsies were performed at the Penn Center for Neurodegenerative Disease Research 

(CNDR) using validated neuropathological criteria [20] and were analysed for the presence 

of co-pathologies as described [28] for neuropathological diagnosis as below. All procedures 

were performed with prior informed consent in accordance with Penn Institutional Review 

Board guidelines.
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Neuropathologic Diagnosis

Fresh tissue samples obtained at autopsy were fixed over-night in 70% ethanol with 150 mM 

sodium chloride (referred to simply as EtOH) or 10% neutral-buffered formalin (NBF). 

Tissue samples were trimmed, placed into cassettes and processed through a series of 

alcohol, xylene and Surgipath EM-400 paraffin embedding media (Leica Microsystems; 

Buffalo Grove, IL) with incubations overnight in a Shandon tissue processor (Thermo 

Scientific; Waltham, MA). All incubations were done under vacuum and at ambient 

temperature except paraffin (62°C). Tissue was then embedded into paraffin blocks and 6-

μm-thick sections were cut for analysis. All tissue was processed in an identical manner. 

Sections were stained using immunohistochemistry (IHC) with established antibodies as 

described [25]. Expert neuropathologists (EBL, JQT) applied current diagnostic criteria to 

assign Thal phases[29], Braak tau stages[23], CERAD neuritic plaque stages[30], α-

synuclein LB stages[21], and the presence of TDP-43 and aging-related tau astrogliopathy 

(ARTAG) co-pathology[31]. Final neuropathology diagnosis for each case was rendered 

using standard semi-quantitative assessments for each pathology in each brain region [20]. 

Based on modern neuropathological criteria using NIA-AA criteria [20] we categorized 

LBD patients into those with an intermediate or high level of AD neuropathologic change 

(ADNPC) (LBD+AD: N=19) and no or low levels of ADNPC (LBD-AD: N=30) (Table 1).

Digital Pathology

In the Penn Digital Neuropathology lab, adjacent hippocampal sections were stained for tau 

(AT8, Thermo Fisher, 1:1000, no antigen retrieval), Aβ (NAB228, CNDR, 1:40,000, formic 

acid antigen retrieval), and SYN (SYN303, CNDR, 1:30,000 formic acid antigen retrieval) 

for analysis in this study. Briefly, 6μm sections were deparaffinized and rehydrated using 

graded ethanols, after which the appropriate antigen retrieval method described above was 

implemented. Slides then were placed in a 30% H202 in methanol solution for 30minutes, 

washed in 0.1M tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (TRIS) at 7.6pH, blocked with 2% fetal 

bovine serum (FBS) in 0.1M TRIS, and then slides were incubated in primary antibody at 

4°F overnight. The second day, after washing with 1% TRIS solution and blocking with 2% 

FBS, slides were incubated in biotinylated horse anti-mouse IgG or goat anti-rabbit IgG 

secondary antibody 1:1000 (Vector laboratories, Burlingame California) for 1 hour at room 

temperature, then for an additional 1 hour in avidin/biotin-based peroxidase (Vector 

laboratories, Burlingame California). The chromogen used was 3,3’-diaminobenzidine 

(DAB: Vector laboratories, Burlingame California) with haematoxylin as the counter stain. 

Slides were then dehydrated in graded ethanols, treated with xylene, and coverslipped. 

Digital images of histology slides at 20x magnification were obtained using a Lamina slide 

scanning system (Perkin Elmer, Waltham MA) with a pixel size of 6.5 μm2 (i.e. pixel 

resolution of 0.325 μm), camera resolution of 2560 × 2160, and a bit depth of 16 (.mrxs 

image file). Halo digital image software v1.90 (Indica Labs, Albuquerque NM) was used to 

calculate %area occupied (%AO) of reactivity for tau, Aβ and SYN pathology as previously 

published, which included inter-rater validation and comparisons to traditional ordinal 

scores[17, 32]. First, digital images of histology sections were manually segmented by 

trained investigators into hippocampal subfields based on cytoarchitectural features, as 

previously described [33] (Entorhinal cortex (ERC), CA2/3, CA1/Subiculum (CA1/SUB), 

and CA4/Dentate gyrus (CA4/DG)) (RI, CP, SM) (Figure 1). In brief, we used the cellular 
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morphological features presented by Duvernoy in 2005 of the size, shape and density of 

neuronal cells to define subfields[34] as we have done previously for pathology-imaging 

correlation work (Adler et al 2015). Briefly, CA1 was defined by the presence of neuronal 

cells in the pyramidal layer that are ovoid and sparsely populated while the subiculum 

defining neurons are characterized by pyramidal cells similar in size and shape to CA1 with 

a more striated appearance; thus, CA1 and subiculum were combined into a single ROI. 

CA2 defining neuronal cells were defined by triangular shape and more densely packed 

compared to CA1 and CA3 defining neuronal cells are similar shape to CA2, but slightly 

more spaced out; thus, we combined CA2/3 subfields into a single ROI. The dentate gyrus 

DG is defined by small, round, very densely packed neurons with a granular layer in the 

hilum that comprised CA4 as per Amaral and Lavanex[35]. The entorhinal cortex was 

defined as the cortical region adjacent to the rhinal sulcus. We sought to avoid the white 

matter tracts from the stratum radiatum, stratum laconusem, stratum moleculare, and 

vestigial hippocampal sulcus and thus the lateral boundaries of our manual segmentation of 

hippocampal subfields was defined in part by grey-white border. We used conservative ROIs 

combining these subfield regions to ensure accurate identification using cellular features. We 

tested accuracy of this measure by performing blinded draw re-draw analysis performed by 

two separate investigators in a subset of regions (n=259 individual subfields from 37 images) 

and found high-level of reproducibility (R2=0.96, p<0.001).

Colour deconvolution intensity thresholds were optimized for each stain, by averaging 

values of red-blue-green colour vectors and minimal optical density values visually tuned 

from 5 representative slides per stain for tau, Aβ, and SYN (Table S1). Because SYN303 

can detect normal monomeric SYN resulting in chromogen signal in the neuropil that can be 

difficult to separate from signal of Lewy pathology using colour deconvolution alone, we 

added an object detection algorithm, based on size and shape of positive signal in Lewy 

pathology, to further differentiate SYN pathology from background normal SYN reactivity 

as we have done previously (Figure 2 and Table S1)[17]. This additional step ensures 

specificity for Lewy bodies and large Lewy neurites. Percent area occupied values from the 

ERC were compared to traditional ordinal severity scores (0: none to 3: severe) in the same 

region assigned by blinded raters. Statistically significantly higher % area occupied values 

were associated with higher ordinal scores for each pathology type (tau: F(48)=115, Aβ: 

F(47)=123, SYN: F(48)=71.8, p<0.001 for each (Figure S1)). All LBD tissue was stained in 

a single staining batch for each stain, while AD cases were stained in a separate single 

staining batch for tau and Aβ. We used empirically defined digital image analysis algorithms 

for each staining run (Table S1) to mitigate batch effects as we have validated 

previously[36]. Appropriate tau, Aβ, and SYN algorithms were applied to CA1/SUB, 

CA2/3, CA4/DG subfields. In the case of the ERC which has laminar organization, we 

utilized an additional step previously validated and published, whereby we used a vertical 

transect method [37] to sample representative grey matter and used a random sampling 

derived from applying 175 μm2 tiles with a subsequent random 70% dropout to reduce 

sampling bias [17, 36, 38, 39]
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Neuropsychological Testing

Neuropsychological testing was obtained at the first available research visit after the 

diagnosis of dementia was applied as defined by the diagnostic impression of the clinician 

from the clinical record. All patients had Mini-mental status exam testing (MMSE) [40] and 

a subset to patients (n=16. LBD-AD=12, LBD+AD=4) had detailed memory testing using 

the Hopkins Verbal Learning Test (HVLT) delayed recall scores (scores: 0–12) [41]. 

Neuropsychological testing was administered to participants by trained research personnel 

as described[42]. The median time between testing and death was 2.6 years with an 

interquartile range of 1.6–4.2 years.

Statistical Analysis

Differences in demographics were compared using fisher exact t-test, ANOVA, or 

independent sample t-test as appropriate. As %AO data were not normally distributed, a 

square-root transformation was used for all analyses. Between-group comparisons of 

pathological tau, Aβ, and SYN %AO in each subfield were performed using independent 

sample t-test. To test the regional distribution of tau, Aβ, and SYN pathology in specific 

hippocampal subfields within each group (i.e. LBD-AD, LBD+AD, and AD) we used linear 

mixed effects models, which can control for repeated measures of pathology within 

individual cases[43]. For the linear mixed effects models, we used pathology %AO 

measurement as the dependent variable and region as a fixed factor, with CA2/3 as reference 

region and controlling for sex, age at death, and disease duration with a random intercept for 

each case. Separate models were run for LBD-AD, LBD+AD, and AD. To directly compare 

the distribution of tau in hippocampal subfields of interest between groups, we also 

calculated the ratio of tau %AO in CA2/3 to CA1/Subiculum and compared between groups 

using independent sample t-tests. To test the association between %AO digital measures of 

tau and SYN in LBD, we used partial correlation with tau %AO as the dependent variable 

controlling for age at death, disease duration and sex in each hippocampal subfield. Finally, 

to test clinicopathological correlations of tau, Aβ, and SYN, neuropsychological 

performance and pathological burden (average %AO across subfields) were assessed using 

partial correlation controlling for the interval between testing and death, with exploratory 

models examining total tau and SYN burden as well as CA1/SUB and CA2/3 subfield 

burdens. All tests were two-tailed with a statistical threshold of 0.05 and performed using 

STATA v15.1 (College Station, TX).

Results

Demographics

Demographic information is detailed in Table 1. As expected, there were more patients with 

a DLB phenotype in the LBD+AD group as DLB is well described to have high rates of AD 

co-pathology[7, 44]. There were more female subjects in the AD group, which also had a 

lower brain weight than the LBD+AD group. Age at death was similar between groups.
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Synuclein Hippocampal Subfield Burden in LBD

SYN pathology severity in each hippocampal subfield was similar in LBD+AD and LBD-

AD (p>0.05 for each region) (Figures 2 and 3). We did not observe a significant difference 

in hippocampal subfield SYN burden between PDD and DLB clinical groups (p>0.05 for 

each region). As expected, the subfield with greatest SYN pathology in both groups was 

CA2/3 with significantly higher SYN pathology than all other regions in LBD-AD (p<0.001 

for each) and higher than CA1/SUB and CA4/DG in LBD+AD (p=0.02 and <0.001 

respectively) (Figure 2 and 3, and Table S2)

Tau and Aβ Hippocampal Subfield Burden in LBD and AD

We compared the regional patterns of tau %AO in LBD groups and to a reference cohort of 

age-matched AD without SYN pathology. Tau %AO was higher in LBD+AD than LBD-AD 

in CA1/SUB and ERC (t(40, 47)=3.1–5.5, p=0.003, <0.001 respectively). In LBD-AD, 

CA2/3 had the highest tau burden, with significant elevations over CA4/DG and ERC 

(p<0.001 and p=0.02 respectively). CA2/3 tau burden was similar between LBD-AD and 

LBD+AD (p=0.6). In both LBD+AD and AD, CA1/SUB and ERC were higher than CA2/3 

(LBD+AD and AD p<0.001 for both) and CA4/DG was lower (LBD+AD and AD P<0.001 

for both) suggesting the pattern of early tau pathology in LBD (LBD-AD) was divergent 

from LBD+AD and AD (Figure 4, Table S3). To test the patterns of subfield tau pathology 

directly between groups, we calculated a ratio of the square root of CA2/3 to CA1/SUB tau 

%AO and found LBD-AD had a higher ratio of CA2/3 to CA1/SUB (1.49±0.92) tau burden 

than both LBD+AD (0.68±0.32, t(34)=3.3 p=0.003) and AD (0.74±0.17, t(39)=3.6 

p=0.001). In contrast, LBD+AD and AD had similar CA2/3 to CA1/SUB ratios (p=0.4). As 

Braak tau stage increases in LBD, the CA2/3 to CA1/Sub ratios assume more AD like values 

(i.e. lower ratio values across increasing Braak stages) (F(3,33)=5.9 p=0.006) (Figure 5).

In contrast Aβ %AO was similar in all regions between LBD+AD and AD (t(38–42)=0.2–

1.8, p=0.07–0.8) with ERC and CA1/SUB Aβ having greater Aβ %AO than CA2/3 

(p<0.001 for all) (Figure 4, Table S4). As expected Aβ %AO was higher in LBD+AD than 

LBD-AD in all regions (t(41–46)=2.1–7.5, p=0.04-<0.001).

Next we tested the association between tau and SYN across hippocampal subfields in the 

total LBD cohort and found that average total SYN %AO correlated with average total tau 

%AO when controlling for age at death, sex, and disease duration (R=0.49, p<0.001). This 

was the case in both the LBD+AD and LBD-AD groups individually (LBD-AD: R=0.51, 

p=0.007. LBD+AD: R=0.57, p=0.02). In individual subfields across the entire LBD cohort, 

there were significant associations between SYN and tau with the strongest association 

found in CA2/3 (R=0.67, p<0.001), then CA1/SUB (R=0.62, p<0.001) and ERC (R=0.31, 

p=0.03). The scant tau and SYN in CA4/DG appeared correlated graphically but did not 

reach statistical significance (R=0.28, p=0.06) (Figure 6).

Exploratory Clinicopathological Correlation

LBD+AD patients performed slightly worse than LBD-AD on both MMSE (22.4±4.2 versus 

21.5±7.6) and HVLT delayed recall testing (2.4±2.3 versus 1.3±1.9) but did not reach 

statistical significance (p=0.6 and 0.4 respectively). We did not observe a significant 
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association for tau %AO with MMSE scores (p>0.1 for each) but in the subset of patients 

with detailed memory testing data available, after controlling for interval between testing 

and death, we observed a significant negative correlation between total hippocampal tau 

%AO and performance on HVLT delayed recall testing (R=−0.52, p=0.04) but no such 

correlations with total SYN %AO or Aβ%AO (R=−0.29,−0.04, p=0.30, 0.87 respectively). 

In an exploratory subfield analysis restricted to CA2/3 and CA1/SUB, HVLT delayed recall 

scores were associated with tau %AO in CA2/3 (R=−0.69, p=0.009) but not SYN or Aβ 
%AO (R=−0.31, 0.04, p=0.28, 0.89 respectively) (Figure 7). We did not observe any 

significant associations between tau, Aβ, or SYN %AO in CA1/SUB and memory 

performance (p>0.15 for both).

Discussion

The hippocampal formation is a well-studied anatomical structure in regards to connectivity 

in non-human primate and the hypothesized propagation and spread of tau and Aβ amyloid 

pathology in AD [23, 29, 45–49]. In LBD, the presence of prominent SYN pathology CA2/3 

and the ERC suggests a possible distinct pathway of propagation of LBD pathology between 

these regions that has been demonstrated in mice and non-human primates where deep 

layers of the ERC have reciprocal connections with this region[50–53]. Less is known 

regarding the patterns of SYN and AD co-pathology in LBD and how they may interact. 

Here we used digital histologic methods to perform a detailed examination of hippocampal 

subfield pathology to determine the distribution of association of tau, Aβ, and SYN 

pathology in LBD-AD, LBD+AD, and AD and the ramifications of these pathologies on 

antemortem memory testing in LBD. We find that overall hippocampal SYN deposition 

severity and distribution is similar between LBD-AD and LBD+AD in this dementia cohort 

with prominent CA2/3 subfield SYN pathology (Figure 3). We also find that SYN pathology 

correlated with tau pathology across subfields (Figure 6). Interestingly, LBD patients with 

lower levels of AD co-pathology (LBD-AD) appeared to have a pattern of tau pathology 

mirroring the distribution of SYN, with greatest tau levels seen in CA 2/3 which was 

equivalent to LBD+AD. However, hippocampal tau pathology was overall much more severe 

in AD than LBD+AD even when controlling for Braak tau stage but had a similar 

distribution across subfields. Lastly, tau pathology had a negative correlation with 

antemortem memory performance, suggesting tau pathology may influence clinical 

phenotype of dementia in LBD. These novel data on tau distribution in the LBD 

hippocampus reinforce previous experimental model data suggesting a synergistic effect of 

SYN and tau pathology in LBD and have important clinical implications.

Moderate to severe AD co-pathology [20], is found in approximately 10% of non-demented 

PD patients, about 35% of PDD patients, and 70% of DLB patients at autopsy[1, 8, 9, 54]. 

AD co-pathology exhibits a robust influence on clinical heterogeneity in LBD (for review 

see [15]), shortening time to dementia in PD [8, 14, 55] and overall survival in PD and DLB 

[7, 8]. PD patients with high degrees of AD co-pathology are more likely to have an 

akinetic-rigid motor phenotype [9, 13, 14] and DLB patients are less likely to have cognitive 

fluctuations or visual hallucinations[11, 12, 27]. In terms of memory impairment 

specifically, LBD patients with co-occurring AD pathology are more likely to exhibit 
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episodic memory impairments or impairments in naming as opposed to the attentional and 

executive dysfunction that are hallmarks of Lewy pathology [16–18, 26].

Hippocampal subfields have distinct cytoarchitecture and are selectively vulnerable to 

different types of pathologies. Specifically, tau pathology in AD likely begins in the trans 

entorhinal cortex and spreads to other regions of the entorhinal cortex and CA1, whereas 

SYN pathology in PD preferentially affects CA2/3 initially [4, 24]. Aβ plaques first affect 

the hippocampal formation in the ERC and CA1/Sub, with later involvement of CA 2/3 and 

CA4/DG [29, 45]. Histopathological staging schemes are developed through comparison of 

the presence or absence of pathology in regions across serial autopsies and our digital data 

measuring pathology severity recapitulates these staging data with increasing %AO of tau 

and Aβ in AD and SYN in LBD from earlier to later stage regions (Figures 3 and 4). These 

data suggest that objective digital measures of disease severity may aid in histopathological 

staging efforts and our continuous measures of pathology facilitated statistical modelling of 

regional comparisons to account for demographics that otherwise would be challenging with 

standard ratings.

As expected, we observed that CA2/3 was the hippocampal subfield most affected by SYN 

pathology in LBD-AD and LBD+AD [2, 4, 56]. We did not observe regional differences of 

SYN inclusions between pathological (LBD-AD vs LBD+AD) or clinical subgroups (PDD 

vs DLB) in this LBD cohort of demented patients [17]. SYN pathology in PD and DLB is 

thought to ascend rostrally, affecting the hippocampus as part of the limbic stage of the 

disease [4, 27]. As limbic and neocortical stage Lewy pathology is felt to be sufficient to 

cause dementia, our cohort of demented patients may have already reached a ceiling effect 

of SYN pathology that may obscure differences between the subgroups that may have 

occurred earlier in their disease course [27]. Future work will examine more detailed 

sampling across the spectrum of non-demented PD and more advanced PDD and DLB 

studied here.

We find novel evidence across the LBD cohort that SYN and tau correlated with each other 

across subfields of the hippocampus and within both LBD-AD and LBD+AD. Interestingly, 

we found that the tau burden deviated from classic histopathological staging in the LBD-AD 

group, and that these patients had prominent CA2/3 tau pathology that was equivalent to the 

LBD+AD group, suggesting that likely early tau pathology in LBD-AD may share similar 

predilection to CA2/3 as SYN pathology, rather than rather than the ERC or CA1/SUB, 

areas linked to traditional Braak tau staging in AD. We found the relative amount of tau in 

the CA1/Subiculum increased with increasing Braak tau stage (Figure 5) and it is interesting 

to speculate that there may be overlapping progression of AD-related tau and a possible 

separate process of SYN-mediated tau propagation exemplified in LBD in CA 2/3. We 

previously found divergent neocortical patterns of tau in LBD+AD compared to AD where 

LBD+AD had relatively higher concentrations of tau in the temporal neocortex [17]. Here 

we see a more AD-like pattern of tau in the hippocampus in LBD+AD and a potentially 

divergent pattern in LBD-AD. These observations could be related to alterations in early tau 

deposition in CA2/3 that are later partially obscured when higher degrees of tau pathology 

occur in LBD where the tau pathology adopts a more AD-like pattern with greater CA1/

Subiculum tau pathology that is equivalent to CA2/3 tau. While these results represent cross-
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sectional data, they provide novel indirect support for model data for an interaction of these 

proteins. Indeed, new in vitro studies suggest that SYN may exhibit strain like properties and 

be capable of cross-seeding tau[19, 57, 58] and neuropathological and in vivo PET imaging 

studies suggest that neocortical tau pathology in LBD may diverge from what is seen in AD 

[17, 59–61]. These studies would suggest the possibility that pathological SYN and tau 

interact in a clinically relevant way in LBD. Indeed, we found a correlation of tau in CA 2/3 

with memory function during life, suggesting that even in mildly effected patients, 

hippocampal tau could contribute to clinical features. While tau pathology in LBD has 

identical biochemical structure of paired helical filaments in LBD[62], future work using 

strain-specific[58] and conformational epitopes of tau and SYN may elucidate specific AD 

and SYN related forms of tau pathology.

In the LBD+AD group, we observed that hippocampal tau pathology overall was lower than 

in AD cases, even when controlling for Braak tau stage, mirroring our previous findings in 

the neocortex[17] and another previous digital pathology study that found lower tau 

pathology in DLB hippocampus compared to AD[63]. Similar to previous work, we found 

equivalent levels of Aβ plaque between LBD+AD and AD groups. This aligns with PET Aβ 
amyloid data in LBD showing similar severity of Aβ amyloidosis to matched AD group [17, 

63]. While we cannot determine the timing of SYN, tau and Aβ pathology in LBD, it 

appears that at end-stage disease Aβ amyloidosis in LBD+AD is equivalent to AD, despite 

lower tau levels which may be associated in part to SYN-related degeneration in CA2/3 in a 

manner distinct from AD. Moreover, tau pathology appears to correlate more closely with 

memory symptoms that Aβ which is similar to AD and suggests that despite lower levels 

than those seen in AD tau pathology, these levels in LBD are clinically relevant.

Finally, we find novel evidence that hippocampal tau in CA2/3 relates to antemortem 

episodic memory performance. While episodic memory impairments are a core feature of 

typical amnestic AD [64], classic cognitive deficits in LBD include impairments in attention, 

working memory, and visuospatial function[26, 65]. Episodic memory deficits are only 

present in a subset of LBD patients during life and tend to be less severe than those found in 

AD, and previous studies have associated worse memory impairments in LBD with the 

presence of co-occurring AD pathology[16, 18, 27]. One detailed study of hippocampal 

subfield pathology in DLB was performed by Adamowicz et al. [2] where they studied a 

large autopsy confirmed series with detailed antemortem cognitive testing to detail the 

distribution of synuclein pathology in hippocampal subfields and how this and AD co-

pathology may influence neuropsychological testing. We find several similarities to their 

previous conclusions using digital methods and add additional new data focused on 

comparing pathologic distributions between pathology-driven subgroups of LBD compared 

to AD without SYN co-pathology. They found that CA1 synuclein burden inversely 

correlated with memory performance, but that tau pathology consistently exhibited a larger 

effect. In the exploratory analysis in our study, we did not observe that CA1 synuclein 

burden correlated with memory impairments, and while we also found that tau pathology 

was a more significant contributor to memory impairment, this association was limited 

largely to the CA2/3 region in univariate and multivariate models. The reason for the 

discrepancies could be due to methodological differences in tissue preparation, patient 
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characteristics or sample size, but nonetheless both studies suggest tau and SYN pathologies 

are intimately involved in the clinical manifestations of episodic memory in LBD.

There are limitations to this study. We used cellular morphology to identify hippocampal 

subfields using an established atlas-based approach [66], nonetheless these data represent a 

relative limited view (i.e. 6 um section) within the anterior-posterior axis of the 

hippocampus which may have distinct patterns of tau in AD [67]. Given challenges with 

anatomical segmentation, and to help facilitate the development of future MRI imaging 

biomarkers which often combine adjacent subfields due to the resolution of antemortem 

imaging [68, 69], we took the conservative approach of combining anatomically similar or 

adjacent subfields for analysis (CA1 and SUB, CA2 and CA3, DG and CA4) which could 

obscure more finely grained associations. Moreover, we included draw/re-draw validation of 

our manual segmentation of subfields and found high reproducibility (R2>0.95). The digital 

histologic method employed here detects a regional %AO of a pathology that is stained by 

immunohistochemistry and does not distinguish between different cellular pathologies. 

Thus, it is not fully able to exclude the contributions of other less-common co-morbid 

phosphorylated-tau pathologies labelled by AT8, such as ARTAG. Furthermore, there are 

currently no ARTAG tau specific antibodies. However, the likely contribution of ARTAG to 

these results is minimal since we restricted our subfield analysis to grey matter areas, 

avoiding the white matter subpial and subependymal regions that are more likely to harbour 

ARTAG pathology in these cases. Additionally, when present in grey matter, ARTAG 

pathology tends to affect CA4 and DG in the hippocampus which were the subfields where 

we consistently observed the least amount of tau %AO [30, 70, 71]. We also only had a 

subset of patients with detailed memory testing which precluded more sophisticated 

statistical modelling to interrogate the relationship between pathologic burden and memory 

performance. As such, the results of the exploratory analysis here should be interpreted 

cautiously, but we also had a relatively short time interval from testing and autopsy (median 

2 years) which strengthens our clinicopathological correlation. We used a cross-section of 

neuropsychological data from these patients that was obtained as close to the onset of 

dementia as possible. This approach was used to minimize the length of time between 

testing and death but also to avoid floor effects of neuropsychological assessments at end-

stage dementia, but future studies using longitudinal assessments may better elucidate these 

relationships between pathology and cognition, especially at early stage disease.

Despite these limitations, these novel data suggest that clinically-relevant tau pathology may 

originate in the hippocampus in LBD in association with prominent SYN in CA2/3 subfield. 

Moreover, this work adds to the growing literature of the strong influence of AD tau co-

pathology on clinical heterogeneity of cognitive symptoms in LBD [2, 11, 12, 15–18].
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Abbreviations:

LBD Lewy body diseases

LBD-AD Lewy body disease with no/low degree of AD co-pathology

LBD+AD Lewy body disease with moderate/high degree of AD co-pathology

SYN alpha-synuclein

Aβ amyloid-beta

CA1 cornu ammonis field 1

SUB subiculum

CA2/3 cornu ammonis field 2 and 3

CA4 cornu ammonis field 4

DG dentate gyrus

ERC entorhinal cortex
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Figure 1. Hippocampal Subfield Segmentation
Representative image of hippocampal anatomy with example of manually segmented 

hippocampal subfields from an LBD+AD case stained for tau (AT8). CA4/DG: white, 

CA2/3: blue, CA1/SUB: black, ERC: yellow with grey matter outlined in red, orthogonal 

transecting lines in blue, and random tiles which were averaged for %AO measurement in 

green. Abbreviations: CA1: cornu ammonis field 1, SUB: subiculum, CA2/3 cornu ammonis 

field 2 and 3, CA4: cornu ammonis field 4, DG: dentate gyrus, ERC: entorhinal cortex.
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Figure 2. Digital Histology Detection Overlay
Representative photomicrographs in different hippocampal subfields in LBD-AD, LBD+AD, 

and AD cases stained for SYN (SYN303) and tau (AT8) The first column for each group 

shows raw images and the second column for each group depicts digital detection of 

pathology (%AO- red overlay).
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Figure 3. Hippocampal Subfield Synuclein Burden in LBD-AD and LBD+AD
Box-plots depict median, interquartile range and range of square root of %AO of SYN 

pathology in hippocampal subfields of LBD-AD (blue) and LBD+AD (red) cases. 

Abbreviations: CA1/SUB: average cornu ammonis field 1 and subiculum, CA2/3 average 

cornu ammonis field 2 and 3, CA4/DG: average cornu ammonis field 4 and dentate gyrus, 

ERC: entorhinal cortex. Similar patterns of SYN deposition are observed across groups. * 

p<0.05, ** p<0.001 from linear mixed effects models comparing region.
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Figure 4. Hippocampal Subfield Tau and Aβ Burden in LBD-AD, LBD+AD, and AD
Box-plots depict median, interquartile range and range of square root of %AO of pathology 

in hippocampal subfields of LBD-AD (blue), LBD+AD (red), and AD (green) cases for A) 

Tau %AO in LBD-AD, LBD+AD, and AD and B) Aβ %AO in LBD-AD, LBD+AD, and 

AD. Similar patterns of tau deposition are observed between LBD+AD and AD although 

AD consistently has higher degree of tau deposition. LBD-AD shows a pattern of tau 

deposition similar to SYN deposition. LBD+AD and AD have similar distribution and 

severity of Aβ pathology

Abbreviations: CA1/SUB: average cornu ammonis field 1 and subiculum, CA2/3 average 

cornu ammonis field 2 and 3, CA4/DG: average cornu ammonis field 4 and dentate gyrus, 

ERC: entorhinal cortex. * p<0.05, ** p<0.001 from linear mixed effects models.
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Figure 5. Ratio of CA2/3 Tau to CA1/SUB Tau
Box-plots depict median, interquartile range and range of the ratio of the square root of tau 

%AO in CA2/3 to CA1/SUB in A) LBD-AD (blue), LBD+AD (red), and AD (green) and B) 

in the entirety of the LBD cohort by Braak tau stage. Brackets indicate ANOVA differences 

across all groups, while lines indicate significant differences between groups. * p<0.05 ** 

p<0.001.
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Figure 6. Regional Correlation between SYN and tau Burdens in LBD
Scatterplots showing relationship between square root SYN %AO and tau %AO in A) CA1/

SUB, B) CA2/3, C) CA4/DG, and D) ERC. Blue points are from LBD-AD cases and Red 

points indicated LBD+AD cases. Linear prediction is shown in green with 95% confidence 

intervals shown in grey shaded region. Significant correlations were observed in CA1/SUB 

and CA2/3 and ERC. Abbreviations: CA1/SUB: average cornu ammonis field 1 and 

subiculum, CA2/3 average cornu ammonis field 2 and 3, CA4/DG: average cornu ammonis 

field 4 and dentate gyrus, ERC: entorhinal cortex.
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Figure 7. HVLT Delayed Recall Scores and Tau, Aβ, and SYN %AO Burden
Hopkins Verbal Learning Task Delayed Recall Score plotted against a) square root total tau 

%AO and b) square root total Aβ %AO c) square root total SYN %AO d) square root CA2/3 

tau %AO and e) square root CA2/3 Aβ %AO f) square root CA2/3 SYN %AO Blue: LBD-

AD, Red: LBD+AD, Line: predicted linear fit.
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Table 1

Patient Demographics

LBD-AD
N=30

LBD+AD
N=19

AD
N=30

Clinical Characteristics

 Clinical Phenotype DLB: 6
PDD: 24

DLB: 11

PDD: 8†
AD: 30

 Sex, count male (%) 23 (77) 14 (74) 14 (47)*

 Age at Death
a 77.3 (8.7) 78.6 (6.2) 74.4 (10.7)

 Disease Duration
a 15.8 (7.3) 9.1 (6.6)† 11.0 (4.8)*†

Neuropathology

 Brain Weight
b 1325 (134) N=18, 1331 (134) 1081 (136)*†‡

 Post Mortem Interval
c 13.7 (11.5) N=18, 16.6 (8.6) 10.7 (5.9)

 McKeith Stages
d

  Brainstem 2 (7) 0 (0) 0 (0)

  Limbic 8 (27) 2 (11) 0 (0)

  Neocortical 20 (67) 17 (89) 0 (0)

 AD Neuropathologic change
e

  No 11 (37) 0 (0) 0 (0)

  Low 19 (63) 0 (0) 0 (0)

  Intermediate 0 (0) 11 (58) 3 (10)

  High 0 (0) 8 (27) 27 (30)*‡

 Other Co-Pathologies
f

  PART 3 (10) 0 (0) 0 (0)

  TDP-43 7 (23) 8 (42)† 17(57)*

  ARTAG N=23, 8 (35) N=17, 12 (71) N=23, 17(74)*

a:
years (SD).

b:
grams (SD).

c:
hours (SD).

d:
count (%) derived from McKeith et al. 2005.

e:
count (%) from Montine et al. 2011.

f:
count (%) Unless specified all values are derived from the whole cohort.

Abbreviations: PART: primary age related tauopathy, TDP-43: TAR DNA binding progrein-43. ARTAG: age related tau astrogliopathy

*
p<0.05 across groups

†
p<0.05 compared to LBD-AD

‡
p<0.05 compared to LBD+AD
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